
EG3000 Marine 

1. Measurement 

A measurement setting shall offer a display main screen on which the busbar values are displayed instead of 
the mains values. 

1.1 Show mains data 

The indication of the main screen shall display busbar measurement values, if required. 

Parameter: Show mains data 

located under: Parameter/Configuration/Configure measurement 

Name Meaning Configure 

Range 

Default 

Value 

Default 

Level 

Index 

Show mains 
data 

The 
measuring 

values of the 

main screen 
can be 

arranged in 
different 

modes. 

Off 

EG3000 

LS5 

Busbar 

Busbar 0 4103 

 

1.2. Extended Busbar Measurement  

In applications where no mains is available, the busbar measurement shall be executable with 3-phases. 

(Extended Busbar Measurement) 
If the parameter "show mains data" is configured to busbar, the HMI Main screen shows the busbar values 

from the voltages in relation to the extended selection. 

 
The extended Busbar measurement shall not depend on the parameter ID4103 "Show mains data". The use 

of extended busbar measurement shall depend on the application mode "None", "GCB open", "GCB". 
 

Parameter: Extended Busbar measurement 

located under: Parameter/Configuration/Configure measurement 

Name Meaning Configure 

Range 

Default 

Value 

Default 

Level 

Index 

Extended 

Busbar 

measurement 

Off: The 

busbar is 

measured 
only with 

terminals 
37-40. (L1-N 

or L1-L2). 

On: The 
busbar is 

additionally 
measured 

with terminals 
21-28 (L1, L2, 

L3 and N). 

Off 

On 

Off 3 4127 



The busbar 
monitoring is 

expanded to 
3-phase 

values. 

 
The busbar measurement and funcitonality depends on the setting "Extended busbar mesasurement" 

 
OFF 

The busbar sensing is only L1L2 or L1N. This is the actual functonality from the EG3000. 

With that the busbar is used for the GCB constant holding, synchronization and dead bus closure. 
 

ON 
In that case the mains terminals are connected to the busbar and the mains voltage can be handled like a 

busbar.  

The operation range for dead bus inidication or sychronization release is now in relation to the mains 
voltage.and busbar. 

The generator operation ranges are used for busbar in range condtion. 
 

2. Start and Stop Request in Automatic - Impulse 

DNV driven request: 
The start / stop (run condition) in automatic shall behave similar to the remote control logic and its start / 

stop orders. 

The behaviour is like a Flip/flop logic (set and reset) 
 

Following functionalliy shall be configurable: 
The run condition is triggered with the LogicsManager "Start request in automatic" in form of a rising edge. 

The lost of this signal does not lead to a stopping generator. 

The remove of the run condition is triggered with the LogicsManager "Stop request in automatic" in form of 
a rising edge. 

 

Parameter: Start request in AUTO 

located under: Parameter/Configuration/Configure application/Configure automatic run 

Name Meaning Configure 

Range 

Default 

Value 

Default 

Access 
Level 

Index 

Start request in 

AUTO 

Impulse: 

The rising 
edge of the 

LogicsManage
r "Start req. in 

AUTO" brings 

the unit into 
run condition. 

The rising 
edge of 

the 
LogicManager 

“Stop req. in 

AUTO” stops 
the run 

condition. 

Impulse 

Constant 

Impulse 3 8851 



Constant: 
The 

LogicsManage
r "Start req. in 

AUTO" 

activates and 
deactivates 

directly the 
run condition. 

The 
LogicsManage

r "Stop req. in 

AUTO" blocks 
directly the 

run condition. 

 

3. Inhibit cranking 

START/STOP DIESEL 

 
Active 

PREGLOW active 
The start sequence starts with PREGLOW. After the configured PREGLOW time the state continous with an 

additional "Inhibit Cranking" indication.  This information flashes in order to see the continous PREGLOW 

condition. 
After removing the inhibit the start sequence continous with cranking. 

If the delay timer "Inhibit Cranking max. timer" expires the alarm "start failure" is triggered. 
 

PREGLOW not active 

The start sequence starts and the status information "Inhibit Cranking" is visilbe. 
After removing the inhibit the start sequence continous with cranking. 

If the delay timer "Inhibit Cranking max. timer" expires the alarm "start failure" is triggered. 
 

Inacitive 
The cranking will starts in relation to the start sequence states. 

 

START/STOP GAS 
 

Active 
The start sequence starts and the status information "Inhibit Cranking" (index 13284) is visilbe. 

After removing the inhibit the start sequence continous with turning. 

If the delay timer "Inhibit Cranking max. timer" expires the alarm "start failure" is triggered. 
 

Inactive 
The cranking (turning) will starts with the GAS engine logic. 

 

 

Parameter: Inhibit Cranking 

located under: Parameter/Configuration/Configure application/Configure start/stop/Inhibit cranking 

Name Meaning Configure 
Range 

Default 
Value 

Default 
Access 

Level 

Index 

Inhibit Blocking the LogicsManage 00.01 LM: 3 4871 



cranking start of 
engine 

cranking. 

r Flag 1 (0) 
& 

00.01 LM: 
Flag 1 (1)  

& 

00.01 LM: 
Flag 1 (1) 

 
tON  = 0.00 

tOFF = 0.00 
 

 

Inhibit 
cranking max. 

time 

If the inhibit 
cranking 

becomes 

active a 
counter 

starts. 
Once the 

counter 
exceeds the 

delay time, 

the message 
"Start fail" is 

displayed. 

010...999s 60s 3 4844 

LMCV: "03.38 
Inhibit 

cranking" 

    11667 

 

4. Second GCB feedback input 

DNV driven request: 

A second GCB feedback shall be configurable. The both feedback signals shall be monitored. The last 
condition before feedback alarm shall be hold. 

The discrete input 11 is used for "GCB closed feedback". 

Parameter: Second feedback GCB 

located under: Parameter/Configuration/Configure application/Configure breakers/Configure GCB 

Name Meaning Configure 

Range 

Default 

Value 

Default 

Access 
Level 

Index 

Second 

feedback GCB 

Off: The GCB 

feedack is 
only carried 

out by [DI 08] 
"GCB open". 

The GCB 

feedback 
monitoring is 

disabled. 
On: 

A second GCB 

feedback is 

On 

Off 

On 3 4128 



carried out. 
The 

redundancy 
of the GCB 

feedback 

is a safety 
feature. If this 

parameter is 
configured to 

"On" the GCB 
feedback 

is measured 

by [DI 08] 
"GCB open" 

and [DI 11] 
"GCB closed". 

Both signals 

must be 
inverted to 

each other 
and the unit 

latches the 
last valid 

feedback. 

The function 
releases the 

GCB feedback 
monitoring. 

 

5. Monitoring Features 

5.1 Active load sharing mismatch 

The monitoring compares the load percentage from the other devices with the own load percentage. 
If the differences exceeds the configured threshold the alarm is active after the time delay. 

  

Parameter: Active load sharing mismatch 

located under: Parameter/Configuration/Monitoring/Engine/Active load sharing mismatch 

Name Meaning Configure 
Range 

Default 
Value 

Default 
Level 

Index 

Active load 

sharing 
mismatch 

Off: No 

monitoring 
active. 

On: The 
monitoring 

compares the 
load 

percentage 

from the 
other devices 

with the own 
load 

percentage. 

Off 

On 

Off 3 5100 



Alarm class  Class A....F Class B 3 5101 

Self 

acknowledge 

 Yes 

No 

No 3 5102 

Threshold  001.0...100.0

% 

030.0% 3 4841 

Delay  00.02...99.99
s 

10.00s 3 5104 

Alarm text: 

"Active LS 
mismatch" 

    5105 

LMCV: "06.32 

Monitoring 
active load 

sharing 
mismatch" 

    10841 

 

Active load sharing: Alarm class 5101: add "Control"  

5.2 Reactive load sharing mismatch 

The monitoring compares the reactive load percentage from the other devices with the own reactive load 

percentage. 

If the differences exceeds the configured threshold the alarm is active afer the time delay. 
 

Parameter: Reactive load sharing mismatch 

located under: Parameter/Configuration/Monitoring/Engine/Reactive load sharing mismatch 

Name Meaning Configure 
Range 

Default 
Value 

Default 
Level 

Index 

Re-active load 

sharing 
mismatch 

Off: No 

monitoring 
active. 

On: The 

monitoring 
compares the 

reactive load 
percentage 

from the 
other devices 

with the own 

reactive load 
percentage. 

Off 

On 

Off 3 5106 

Alarm class  Class A....F Class B 3 5107 

Self 
acknowledge 

 Yes 

No 

No 3 5108 

Threshold  001.0...100.0
% 

030.0% 3 4842 

Delay  00.02...99.99

s 

10.00s 3 5110 

Alarm text: 
"Reactive LS 

mismatch" 

    5111 

LMCV: "06.33 

Monitoring 

    10842 



re-active load 
sharing 

mismatch" 

 
Reactive load sharing: Alarm class 5107: add "Control"  

 

5.3 GCB Feedback Mismatch 

GCB feedback mismatch 

An alarm shall be triggered in case that the plausibility between DI 08 and DI 11 isn't matched. 
 - Both inputs active at the same time 

 - Both inputs are inactive at the same time 

 

Parameter: Monitor feedback GCB 

located under: Parameter/Configuration/Monitoring/Breakers/Monitor feedback GCB 

Name Meaning Configure 

Range 

Default 

Value 

Default 

Level 

Index 

Monitor 
feedback GCB 

On: The 
feedback 

"GCB open" 
[DI8] and 

"GCB closed" 

[DI11] is 
monitored. If 

the signals 
are not 

correct to 

each other an 
alarm occurs. 

Off: 
Monitoring 

disabled. 

Off 

On 

On 3 5112 

Alarm class  Class A....F Class B 3 5113 

Delay  00.02...99.99

s 

10.00s 3 5116 

Alarm text: 
"Feedback GCB 

mism." 

    5117 

LMCV: "08.21 
Feedback GCB 

mism." 

    11780 

 

 

 

Parameter: Monitor feedback GCB 

located under: Parameter/Configuration/Monitoring/Breakers/Monitor feedback GCB 

Name Meaning Configure 

Range 

Default 

Value 

Default 

Level 

Index 

Self  Yes No 3 5114 



acknowledge No 

 

5.4 Busbar Monitoring 

New monitor function for the busbar. 

This protection is enable if the busbar frequency and voltage isn't within the configured limits. 

Parameter: Busbar monitoring 

located under: Parameter/Configuration/Monitoring/Engine/Busbar monitoring 

Name Meaning Configure 
Range 

Default 
Value 

Default 
Level 

Index 

Busbar 

monitoring 

Off: No 

monitoring 
active. 

On: If the 
measured 

busbar 

voltages or 
frequency 

deviates from 
the operating 

ranges 
configured in 

parameters 

5800, 5801, 
5802 and 

5803 for the 
delay time 

configured 

below, an 
alarm is 

issued. 

Off 

On 

On 3 5118 

Delay  00.02...99.99

s 

10.00s 3 5122 

Alarm class  Class A....F Class B 3 5119 

Self 
acknowledge 

 Yes 

No 

No 3 5120 

Alarm text: 
"Busbar v/f not 

ok" 

    5123 

LMCV: "08.22 
Busbar v/f not 

ok" 

    11781 

 
 

 

5.5 Missing Member Monitoring 

 

There shall be offered two independent configurable missing member monitors: 
Missing easYgen 

Missing LS-5  

Each monitor generates an own alarm command variable for the Logicsmanager: 



08.27 Missing easYgen (index 11786) 

08.28 Missing LS5 (index 11787) 

 

08.17 Missing members 

The LogicsManager command variable "08.17 Missing members" shall go TRUE, if one of the above 

command variables goes TRUE. 
 

Each monitor generates an own alarm text on display: 
"Missing easYgen" (4059) 

"Missing LS5" (index 4069) 

 

The former alarm text "Missing members" shall be removed. 
 

A configurable segmenting mode shall determine from where are the commands for segmenting comes. So 

it is desired to have: 
the segmenting controlled all the time by LS-5 or 

the segmenting controlled all the time by LogicsManager or 

the segmenting switched over from LS-5 to LogicsManager, if the LS-5 system fails. 

Parameter: Monitoring easYgen On/Off 

located under: Parameter/Configuration/Monitoring/Miscellaneous/Multi-unit missing easYgen 

Name Meaning Configure 
Range 

Default 
Value 

Default 
Level 

Index 

Monitoring Off: No 

monitoring 
active. 

On: 
Monitoring is 

active 
according to 

the settings. 

Off 

On 

Off 3 4060 

Number of 
gens 

communicating 

 01...32 1 3 4063 

Alarm class  Class 
A....F,control 

Class B 3 4061 

Self 

acknowledge 

 Yes 

No 

No 3 4062 

Alarm text: 

"Missing 
easYgen" 

    4059 

 

 
 

 
 

Parameter: Monitoring LS-5 On/Off 

located under: Parameter/Configuration/Monitoring/Miscellaneous/Multi-unit missing LS5 

Name Meaning Configure 

Range 

Default 

Value 

Default 

Level 

Index 

Monitoring Off: No 
monitoring 

Off 

On 

Off 3 4066 



active. 
On: 

Monitoring is 
active 

according to 

the settings. 

Number of LS5 

communicating 

 01...16 1 3 4065 

Alarm class  Class 
A....F,control 

Class B 3 4067 

Self 

acknowledge 

 Yes 

No 

No 3 4068 

Alarm text: 

"Missing LS5" 

    4069 

 

6. Segmenting Mode 

located under: Parameter/Configuration/Configure application/Configure controller/Configure load share 

 
only visible in breaker mode "GCB-LS5" 

Name Meaning Configure 

Range 

Default 

Value 

Default 

Access 
Level 

Index 

Segmenting 
mode 

LS5: 
The 

segmenting is 

determined 
by the LS5 

always. 
LS5 -> LM: 

The 

segmenting is 
determined  

through the 
LogicsManage

r, if the 
Missing LS5 

alarm occurs. 

LM: 
The 

segmenting is 
determined 

by the 

LogicsManage
r always. 

LS5 

LS5 -> LM 

LM 

LS5 3 5776 

 

 
 



7. Up-/Derating active power in multiple isolated operation 

Introduction 

In some application it's necessary to derate or uprate the electrical rated power of a single engine during load 

sharing 

 
A derate situation is for example: 

- A fire pump is mechanically connected to an engine by a clutch. In this case the engine provides a limited 
amount of  electrical power for the load sharing. 

- An asynchronous load sharing is required. It should be possible to operate an engine with limited power 
(new engine or after maintenance). 

 

An uprate situation is for example: 
- Higher percentage loading of a particular engine for load tests at a fixed load level. 

 
The Up-/Derating in multiple isolated operation (Derating of power) is realized through influencing the own 

rated power within the load sharing functionality. 

 
The unit shall provide a feature to adjust the asymmetric load sharing level through an analogue input. 

Parameter: Direct derating 

located under: Parameter/Configuration/Configure application/Configure controller/Configure load 
control/Derating of power 

 

Name Meaning Configure 
Range 

Default 
Value 

Default 
Access 

Level 

Index 

Direct derating Off:  
The free 

derating 
function uses 

the parameter 

15143, 15144 
and 15145 for 

the 
calculation 

from the 
derating 

value. 

This 
parameter are 

visilbe in the 
HMI and 

Toolkit 

 
On: 

Only the 
analog source 

is used for the 

up-/derating. 
The 

parameter 
15143, 15144 

and 15145 

On 

Off 

Off 3 15149 



are not visilbe 
in the HMI 

and Toolkit. 
 

 

Visualization of up/derating on display and toolkit 

Additional to the Derating the Uprating shall be shown 
 

HMI: 
Uprating active (ID 13287 for HMI 10202 status) 

 

LM command variable: 
05.17 (ID 10806) controlled by GAP 4157 IN 8 

  
Entry in the eventlist: 

ID 16193 "Power uprating act." 

 
 

 

8. Load control unloading ramp 

located under: Parameter/Configuration/Configure application/Configure controller/Configure load control 

 
Feedback out of  the field. 

The customer want to separate the loading and unloading ramp. 

For the loading the ramp should be slower than the unloading rate. 
 

This new unloading ramp is used in combination with the power controller (power controller active) 
and also for the unloading during isolated operation. 

 

Name Meaning Configure 
Range 

Default 
Value 

Default 
Access 

Level 

Index 

Load control 
unloading 

ramp  
[000.00 

%/sec] 

The ramp rate 
is used for the 

unloading in 
parallel 

operation or 

isolated 
operation. 

 

10 to 10000  
[000.00 

%/sec] 

300  
[000.00 

%/sec] 

3 5569 

 

 

9. Command Flags over Load Share Protocol 

 
The unit shall provide the capability to send a "Command Flag" to all easYgens which are communicating 

over load share protocol. 
The easYgen shall provide a LogicsManager equation for initiate this command flag. Each easYgen which 

minimum receives from one other easYgen the command flag shall activate a dedicated LM command 

variable. 
 



The LS-5 command system shall be expanded to the easYgens. 

 

  
 

10.  Digital Poti - Ramp rate for Raise and Lower  

Including of a ramp rate for 
frequency setpoint raise / lower 

voltage setpoint raise / lower 

Power setpoint raise / lower 

PF setpoint raise / lower 

When frequency or voltage setpoint for Digital poti (raise/lower) is selected the start point should be rated 

frequency or voltage and not the measured momentary value. 
 

11. HMI 

Show mains data configured to "busbar" 

 

The HMI mains screen displays the following values: 

 

  
 

with busbar 
 V: Index 216 [V dynamic (busbar)] 

 Psys: Index 271 [W] 

 f: Index 209 
 

Instead of the mains power the system load is visible (P sys). 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Parameter: Extended busbar measurement configured to "ON" 

 

The HMI mains screen displays the following values: 

 



  
 

with mains measurement for busbar 

 V: Index 118, 119, 120, 121,122,123 [V dynamic (mains)] 
 Psys: Index 271 [W dynamic (mains)] 

 f: Index 223 [Hz] 
 

Instead of the mains power the system load is visible (P sys). 

 

One-line Diagram 

 

The displayed one-line diagram shall not show a "plant" - symbol: 
 

  
 

 

Countdown Indication 

 

The black generator line shall get a counter field, where the remaining seconds are displayed, before an 
especially state changes: 

 

 
 
The time beside the Generator description displayes the actual timer of the engine states. 

This time symbol is similar to the time in the Sequencing screen and each time values counts down to 0000s. 

 
 

  
Nr. Timer    1 Default   

1 Default    2 Auxiliary pre-run   

2 Auxiliary pre-run    
3 Crank protect    

4 Preglow    
5 Inhibit crank    

6 Crank    



7 Start-Pause    

8 Turning    

9 Ignition    
10 Start    

11 Ramp to rated    
12 Breaker delay    

13 Cool-down    

14 Engine Stop    
15 Auxiliary post-run   

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 



LS5 Marine  

1. Second CBA feedback input 

A second CB A feedback shall be configurable. The both feedback signals shall be monitored. The last 
condition before feedback alarm shall be hold. 

The discrete input 3 is used for "CB A closed feedback". 

Parameter: Second feedback CBA 

located under: Parameter/Configuration/Configure application/Configure CBA/ 

Name Meaning Configure 

Range 

Default 

Value 

Default 

Access 

Level 

Index 

Second 

feedback CBA 

Off: The CBA 

feedack is 

only carried 

out by [DI 08] 

"CBA open". 

The CBA 

feedback 

monitoring is 

disabled. 

 

On: 

A second CBA 

feedback is 

carried out. 

The 

redundancy 

of the CBA 

feedback 

is a safety 

feature. If this 

parameter is 

configured to 

"Both" the 

CBA feedback 

is measured 

by [DI 08] 

"CBA open" 

and [DI 3] 

"CBA closed". 

Both signals 

must be 

inverted to 

each other 

and the unit 

latches the 

Off 

On 

On 3  4128 



last valid 

feedback. 

The function 

releases the 

CBA feedback 

monitoring. If 

the 

corrsponding 

monitoring 

function is 

configured to 

"On". 

 

 

2.  CBA Feedback Mismatch 

CBA feedback mismatch 

An alarm shall be triggered in case that the plausiblity between DI 08 and DI 3 isn't matched. 
 - Both inputs active at the same time 

 - Both inputs are inactive at the same time 
 

Parameter: Monitoring CBA feedback mismatch / LMCV 

located under: Parameter/Configuration/Monitoring/Breakers/CBA Plausibility 

Name Meaning Configure 

Range 

Default 

Value 

Default 

Level 

Index 

Monitoring On: The 

feedback 

"CBA open" 

[DI8] and 

"GCB closed" 

[DI3] is 

monitored. If 

the signals 

are not 

correct to 

each other an 

alarm occurs. 

Off: 

Monitoring 

disabled. 

Off 

On 

On 3 5124 

Alarm class  Class A....F, 

Control 

Class B 3 5125 

Delay  00.02...99.99

s 

10.00s 3 5128 

Self 

acknowlege 

 Yes 

No 

No 3 5126 

Monitoring  Yes No 3 5127 



lockable No 

Alarm text: 

"Feedback CBA 

mism." 

    5129 

LMCV: "08.23 

?? Feedback 

CBA mism." 

    11782 

 

Hide the parameters above and disable monitoring, if CBA feedback is off. 

3.  Reclose Delay Dead Busbar Closure 

The reclose delay of the dead busbar closure after an unsuccessful closure shall be adjustable. 

 

The DNV demands a configurable time (usually 30seconds) to prevent an over heating of a proper power 
transformer.  

Parameter: Reclose delay 

located under: Parameter/Configuration/Configure application/Configure breaker/Configure CBA/ 

                           Dead bus closure CBA 

Name Meaning Configure 

Range 

Default 

Value 

Default 

Access 

Level 

Index 

Dead bus 

reclose delay 

Pause time 

between close 

attempts. 

001...999s 030s 3 3422 

 

4. Default values 

Default values system A monitoring: 

 

Overfrequency 1, 2:  Off 
Underfrequency 1, 2:  Off 

Overvoltage 1, 2:  Off 
Undervoltage 1, 2:  Off 

Decoupling: Off 

Voltage asymmetrie: Off 
Change of frequency: Off 

Default values relays: 
 

(R1: Ready for operation; like standard LS5) 
R2: "Failure Breaker" OR "Synchroniz. error" OR "CBA plausibilty" 

R3: Communication error 

(R4: Syst. A OR Syst. B not ok. 
(R5: open CBA; like standard LS5) 

(R6: close CBA; like standard LS5) 
 

 

 
 

 


